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Unconventional Electronic Structure Evolution with Hole Doping in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d:
Angle-Resolved Photoemission Results
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We report angle-resolved photoemission results on Bi2Sr2Ca12xDyxCu2O81d and oxygen depleted
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d investigating the electronic structure changes aboveTc in materials with hole doping
levels ranging from insulating to slightly overdoped. Near optimal hole doping, the Fermi surface is
large and consistent with band calculations. In underdoped samples withTc of 60–70 K, portions of
this Fermi surface are not seen. This change is related to the opening of an energy gap nearsp , 0d
aboveTc. [S0031-9007(96)00356-0]

PACS numbers: 79.60.Bm, 73.20.Dx, 74.62.Dh, 74.72.Hs
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The evolution of the electronic structure from a Mo
insulator with long-range antiferromagnetic (AF) ord
to a high Tc superconductor without long-range A
correlations may be a key to unlocking the mystery
the cuprates. It is now believed that the Fermi surface
optimally doped superconductors are very similar to th
predicted by the local density approximation (LDA) [1
On the other hand, recent data from the related insul
Sr2CuO2Cl2 clearly shows that the AF order imposes
new unit cell with 45± rotated

p
2 3

p
2 periodicity and

shifts the band maximum from (p ,p) to spy2, py2d of
the original Brillouin zone (BZ) [2]. Extrapolating from
Sr2CuO2Cl2, one might expect the Fermi contours
the cuprates at extremely small hole doping levels to
pockets centered atspy2, py2d, consistent with transpor
and optical data [3].

In this paper, we address the evolution of the el
tronic structure between the above two limiting cases
ing angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARP
from Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d (Bi2212) crystals with hole con
centrations ranging from nearly optimal (forTc) to very
low (near the AF insulating regime). A dramatic chan
in the electronic structure near (p ,0) with doping is ob-
served. Just below the optimal hole concentration,
features near (p,0) move to higher binding energy and
portion of the large Fermi surface disappears. The d
can be interpreted as the opening of an energy gap m
mized near (p ,0).

The ARPES data were obtained with a VSW analy
at a base pressure ofs3 5d 3 10211 torr using beam line
5-3 of Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory (SSR
as the 22.4 eV light source, described elsewhere [4].
overall resolution of this system was 35–45 meV fro
the gold Fermi edge. All samples were cleaved a
measuredin situ at 110 K. Our bulk crystals were grow
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by directional solidification, and theirTc ’s were measured
by SQUID magnetometry [5]. A 600±C air postanneal
yielded slightly overdoped material withTc  85 K. A
550±C argon anneal yielded underdoped material w
Tc , 67 K. Overdoped and underdoped refer to the ho
doping with respect to “optimal” (highestTc). Our thin
film crystals were grown by molecular beam epitax
Their hole doping was controlled by Dy substitution
Ca [6]. The samples with 1%, 10%, and 17.5% Dy h
superconducting transition temperatures of 85, 65, a
25 K, respectively, from the zero resistance point of t
r vs T curves. At Dy levels of 50%, the material wa
insulating.

Figure 1, panels a1, a2, b1, b2, and d1, show photoem
sion from single crystal thin films of Bi2212 with variou
Dy concentrations. The data in panels a1 and a2 are s
ilar in every detail to that from typical, slightly overdope
Bi2212 with Fermi level (FL) crossings near 45% along t
(0,0)-(p ,p) line and near 25% along the (p ,0)-(p,p) line
[4]. The spectra in panel d1 are from an insulating 50%
substituted sample. These data have very broad feat
(possibly due to Dy-induced scattering) on a large slop
background with virtually no weight atEF. In spite of
this, the remaining spectral features disperse similarly
the much narrower peaks of Sr2CuO2Cl2, reaching a max-
imum in energy about halfway between (0,0) and (p,p).
However, the broadness of the feature and the large b
ground makes it hard to quantify the relative energy. In
qualitative fashion, our data reaffirm the results at the d
ing extremes in a single material system with controll
doping variation. The 10% Dy material in panels b1 a
b2 has electronic structure indicative of the transition b
tween these two limiting cases. This material has a w
defined FL crossing near 45% along the (0,0)-(p ,p) line
(panel b1), like the 1% Dy sample. However, the spec
© 1996 The American Physical Society 4841
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FIG. 1. ARPES spectra from Bi2Sr2Ca12x2DyxCu2O81d single crystal thin films and deoxygenated Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d bulk
crystals. The symmetry points identified correspond to those indicated in the two-dimensional Brillouin zone of Fig. 4.
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near (p ,0) (panel b2) are dramatically different. Tho
features are relatively broad, the features nearest (p ,0)
appear shifted to higher binding energy, and none rea
EF [no FL crossing between (p,0) and (p,p)]. Bear in
mind that the spectral line shapes from this same sam
between (0,0) and (p,p) are similar to those of the opt
mally doped material, setting an upper limit on the amo
of scattering due to the Dy. This indicates that the p
mary changes near (p,0) are not due to impurity scatte
ing, but rather are inherent electronic structure modifi
tions with doping. The data in panels c1 and c2 are
ther evidence of the inherent nature of these changes.
spectra here are from underdoped, O2 reducedbulk ma-
terial withTc , 67 K. In similar fashion to the 10% Dy
sample, the O2 reduced sample maintains fairly narro
spectral features and a clear FL crossing near 45% a
the (0,0)-(p ,p) line (panel c1) with similar modification
in its spectra near (p,0) (panel c2). These two dopin
methods are complementary. Dy substitution of Ca ta
place between the CuO2 planes while removal of oxyge
occurs mainly from (or between) the BiO planes. Wh
structurally these methods of regulating the hole dop
are different, the resulting electronic structure changes
similar.

Figure 2 is a one-to-one comparison of the lead
edges (lowest binding energy edges) of the 10%
1% Dy samples near (p,0). The leading edge of eac
spectrum, which is indicative of the lowest binding ener
excitations, is systematically shifted of order 20–30 me
Similar results are obtained from oxygen reduced b
samples.

Because the photoemission line shape is not well
derstood [7], one can only define approximate quanti
to reflect the energy scales of the data, with the centroi
spectral features and positions of leading edges as p
bilities. We will use both quantities in our discussions a
emphasize that the qualitative conclusion is independ
of the choice. The quantitative values, however, mus
4842
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taken with respect to the specific characterization qu
tity chosen. Figure 3 shows the spectral feature ene
centroids vsk along high symmetry lines of samples wi
varying hole density [8]. The data for 50% Dy mater
resulted in large error bars. What the other samples
Fig. 3 show is that as the hole doping is reduced be
optimal, the spectral weight near (p,0) shifts to higher
binding energy, while the features nearspy2, py2d still
crossEF . This is visible in both the 10% and 17.5% D
substituted thin films of Fig. 3(a), and from the argon a
nealed bulk crystal of Fig. 3(b).

Figure 4 maps the FL crossings [9] in one-quar
of the BZ for bulk Bi2212 crystals of two doping
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FIG. 2. Comparison of leading edge positions from 1% a
10% Dy samples.
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FIG. 3. (a),(b) Map peak centroids vs k for
Bi2Sr2Ca12x2DyxCu2O81d thin films and deoxygenate
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d bulk samples, respectively, with variou
hole doping levels. (a) Filled oval, 1% Dy—near optim
doping withTc  85 K; gray diamond, 10% Dy—underdope
with Tc  65 K; gray rectangular, 17.5% Dy—underdope
with Tc  25 K; triangle, 50% Dy—insulator. (b) Filled oval
600 air anneal—slightly overdoped withTc  85 K; gray dia-
mond, 550 argonne annealed—underdoped withTc  67 K.

levels: slightly overdopedsTc  85 Kd and underdoped
via oxygen reductionsTc , 67 Kd. Of the two possible
FS pieces [10], we plot the generally accepted piece o
centered at (p ,p). The error bars indicate our uncertain
in k. The slightly overdoped samplesTc  85 Kd has
well-defined FL crossings that yield a large Fermi surfa
centered at (p,p), consistent with the Luttinger theore
[1]. The sample with less holes has clear FL crossi
over a smaller portion of the BZ and its Fermi conto
does not extend to the BZ edge. The observations m
in Figs. 3 and 4 from underdoped but still metallic a
superconductingsTc  65 67 Kd samples are not wha
one expects from a typical metal, certainly not within t
band picture. As doping is reduced below optimal, ba
theory predicts that the Fermi surface would only shr
in area but still keep its general shape [as indicated
the dashed FS centered at (p ,p)]. This means that ther
should always be a FL crossing between (p,0) and (p ,p),
in contrast to our data. However, these observati
are consistent with the opening of an energy gap at
underlying FS near the (p ,0) to (p ,p) line.

There are several possibilities for the origin of this g
in underdoped material. The first possibility is quasip
ticle pairing without pair-pair coherence in the norm
state. This would open an energy gap without the
istence of a coherent superconducting state. Two cla
of pairing aboveTc have previously been discussed. T
first class is the pairing of quasiparticles [11–14], as d
cussed in terms of generalize Ginzburg-Landau theory
d-wave superconductivity [11]. It has also been argu
l
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FIG. 4. Fermi level crossings from two Bi2212 samples
differing oxygen content. The entire BZ can be reconstruc
by fourfold rotation about (0,0).

that the phase fluctuation is the limiting factor forTc in
these underdoped samples where the pairs are formed
aboveTc [12–14]. The second class isd-wave pairing
of spinons [15], discussed in a prediction extending
original resonating valence bond idea [16]. Both clas
of pairing aboveTc explain the binding energy shift nea
(p ,0) as ad2

x 2 y2 gap which is largest near (p,0) and is
nonexistent along the (0,0)-(p,p) line. Impurity scatter-
ing may cause a region of near zero gap about the (0
(p ,p) line explaining why we see a section of Fermi su
face [17]. Because the lowest binding energy excitatio
are indicative of gap magnitudes, the 20–30 meV lead
edge shift in the data among the samples of Fig. 2 sho
be used when assigning gap values. This method is s
ilar to the one used to characterize the superconduc
gap [18].

Another possible origin of the gap is the formatio
of a 45±-rotated,

p
2 3

p
2 symmetry (as seen in AF

insulating material) induced by either the increased
correlations in the underdoped material or by some ot
effect with this same symmetry (such as a structu
distortion). If this new symmetry has rigorous long-ran
order, it results in a new BZ also centered at (0,0) (t
edge of which is indicated in Fig. 4 by the dashed lin
causing (0,0) and (p,p) to be equivalent. The band
on the (p,p) side of the new BZ edge become mirrore
replicas of those on the (0,0) side. Their mixing with th
original bands opens a gap near (p,0) similar to a spin
density wave gap [19]. In our case, the new symme
could be relatively short range and fluctuating in tim
but it may still cause this “gapping” behavior, although
does not force (0,0) and (p,p) to be exactly equivalent
The Fermi contour in this picture terminates at the ed
of the first BZ of the new periodicity, and is mad
4843
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continuous by the dash-dotted line in Fig. 4 result
in Fermi contour pockets centered ats6py2, 6py2d.
Similar results are also obtained in stronger coup
models such as thet-J and large “U” Hubbard models
[20]. We have observed some weak features in the d
dotted area, but we are not certain if they are of magn
or structural original. A similarly weak feature wa
previously observed by Aebiet al. who only investigated
the near optimally doped samples that do not have
gap discussed above [21]. They interpreted the dat
due to the magnetic (p ,p) scattering of the large Ferm
surface. The interpretation is still controversial [22], a
is different from our conjecture of small hole pockets
the underdoped samples.

A third possibility is related to recent theoretic
approaches that have the same basic ingredients as
discussed in Ref. [15], but incorporate additional featu
such as the SU(2) symmetry [23], or the van Ho
singularity [24]. These theories have the spirit of
mixture between the hole pocket picture and thed-
wave pairing of spinons. The SU(2) symmetry at h
filling yields results that can either by described byd-
wave pairing of spinons, or ap-flux phase state whos
dispersion resembles that observed in Sr2CuO2Cl2 [2].
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